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Abstract—The design of an audible sonar distributed sensor
time-of-flight range imaging system is investigated, sonar being
chosen as a substitute for optical range imaging due to cost
and simplicity of implementation. The distributed range imaging
system proposed is based on the holographic principle where the
sensors detect the self interference of the reflected sound from the
scene, and the Fourier analysis computes the reflected object pro-
file. An approximate linearised model used in related holographic
imaging techniques is found to be inappropriate for the design,
and qualitative assessment of simulations show that removing
the linearisation dramatically improves image reconstruction.
Quantitatively the nonlinear reconstruction improves the RMSE
by a factor of 1.3–2.1 times. The full nonlinear reconstruction is
slow, and mathematical development lead to 15 fold reduction in
computation time.
Index Terms—Holographic imaging, sonar, time-of-flight,
stepped frequency continuous wave.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time-of-flight (ToF) range imaging is the method of dis-
tance measurement by indirect measurement of the travel time
of sound or light emitted from the source, backscattered by
objects in the scene, and returned to the detector [1]. Optical
ToF range imaging cameras perform optical ToF ranging at
each pixel in an array of sensors by continuously modulating
the light source and sensor, correlating the light return signal
with the sensor modulation, and examining phase shift in the
correlation. Strong limitations exist on ToF camera hardware,
especially the rate at which the sensor can be modulated
(up to 150 MHz). Recent results have highlighted advantages
in increasing the bandwidth [2], viz. opening doors to fre-
quency stepping and Doppler analysis for range and motion
measurement. Therefore we seek alternative configurations
for high bandwidth ranging. Optical hardware is technically
challenging and expensive, whereas audio range sonar is
relatively cheap and simple to implement. Furthermore the
wavelength of audible sound waves is comparable to the ampli-
tude modulated wavelength of light. Therefore, we investigate
a sonar ranging configuration as a model for the development
and testing of algorithms for a potential optical system.
ToF range imaging has grown into an important topic of
study, with strong commercial interest and broad applications
in shape measurement, motion analysis, and medical imag-
ing [1]. Prominent examples of amplitude modulated contin-
uous wave (AMCW) ToF cameras are the Microsoft Kinect
V2 [3], the range of cameras from PMD technologies1 and the
Softkinetic depthsense cameras2. Most commonly, ToF range
imaging is performed in the optical domain (including in-
frared) of photonic energy using specialised imaging hardware.
Other technologies are included, such as microwave energy [4]
and sonar [5]–[7]. These other techniques have advantages
over optical imaging in that the energy can travel through
media that photonic energy in the optical band cannot. Sonar,
in particular the audio range, requires cheap components and
the generation of waveforms at much lower frequencies than
for optical modulation, hence is straightforward to use and
experiment with.
Phased array systems based on distributed sources or de-
tectors typically focus on beamforming such that either the
transmitted beam, or the virtual beam seen by the receivers, is
steerable [7], [8]. Imaging then is performed by steering the
beam to a number of directions of interest, and measuring the
response for each. The process is practical, but requires a time
consuming scanning procedure. Coding, e.g Walsh coding,
via amplitude modulation also assists in virtual beamforming,
which has been demonstrated in a distributed ultrasonic range
imaging system [9], [10]. In contrast, holographic imaging
runs the phased array principle in reverse. A point source
of energy is transmitted to the scene, which is backscattered
to an array of detectors that sample the resultant interference
pattern. The inverse problem then is to determine the scene that
caused the measurements. Examples include coherent optical
holographic lensless imaging [11], [12] using tunable lasers,
and tomographic mammography using microwave radio [4].
Holographic ultrasound sonar for underwater applications has
a long history [5], [6] where traditional sonar techniques like
the so-called A-mode and C-mode (respectively depth and
scanned sonar), with continuous frequency modulation and
acoustic lenses, were used.
In this paper we apply the holographic imaging principle
to sonar imaging, and combine the holographic technique
1http://www.pmdtec.com/, date retrieved 12/9/2016.
2https://www.softkinetic.com/Products/DepthsenseCameras, date retrieved
12/9/2016.978-1-5090-2748-4/16/$31.00 c©2016 IEEE
with stepped frequency continuous wave (SFCW) ranging. The
proposed system is a coherent sonar model of a potential am-
plitude modulated (AM) optical system, where the equipment
for audible sonar is much cheaper and easier to design than
the equivalent AM optical equipment. The sonar system is
suitable for undergraduate student teaching, both as a design
and a research project. We develop the theory in Section II
and consider the design parameters for accurate reconstruction
of a simple spatial pattern in Section III. In Section III
we also discuss practical hardware configurations. Simulation
demonstration is described in Section IV and results are given
and discussed in Section V.
II. THEORY
The ToF principle of ranging is based on the detection of
phase shifts in some waveform. The size of the phase shift
is dependent on the the combination of wave frequency and
flight time, the ToF, of the wave. In the case of sound, the wave
travels at a nominal speed of c = 343m/s in air. The generation
of sound waves with a loud speaker of frequencies in the
range 1–20 kHz is straightforward with standard benchtop
function generators and amplifiers. Detection of such waves is
equally simple with easily obtained microphone and amplifier
components.
Consider a sound wave of frequency f . If the wave travels
distance d from speaker to microphone then the received
waveform observed over time, t, is modelled as






The signal from the microphone is amplified and then passed
through a mixer, a switching component, where the switch
is opened and closed at frequency f . This process is called
homodyne demodulation [1], which is modelled by the multi-
plication

















Passing the demodulated signal through a filter, or equivalently
integrating for a period T  1/f , removes the second cosine










Eqn. 3 is called the correlation waveform [1].
To determine the distance, d, we need to vary some param-
eter in the correlation waveform to build up data conducive
to analysis to compute d. To such end we step f to each
of a set of discrete values whilst continuously operating the
speaker-microphone-mixer system. Measurements are taken
of m(f, d) for each fixed value of f : the so-called stepped
frequency continuous wave (SFCW) method [2]. SFCW then
returns m(f, d) as a cosine waveform of frequency 2πd/c,
and finding the peaks in the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
readily gives d [2], [13].
A standard microphone receives sound over a wide solid
angle, and over distances that range as far as the sound can
travel out and back without excessive attenuation (up to ten
metres of detection range is easily achieved). Therefore the
measured waveform consists of the sum of all returns within
range of the sonar system, and the measurement represented in
Eqn. 3 must be modified to reflect the integration of sound over
all possible travel paths. To such end let p = (px, py, pz) be the
three dimensional vector of positions with respect to the origin
that the sound can travel to, d = 2|p|, α = 2A(p)/T be the
reflectance profile over p, and assuming that the microphone is
at the same position as the speaker, the measurement process










In the special case that we have a single reflecting point object
then A(p) is a Dirac delta function and we recover Eqn. 3, up
to multiplicative constants.
Position the speaker at the origin, and move the microphone
to a separate position from the origin represented by the vector
r. The sound must now travel the distance |p| to the scene
and then distance |p− r| back to the microphone, and Eqn. 4
becomes












Eqn. 5 describes the self interference of the returning sound
wave at each microphone detector point r. It is this self
interference that encodes the surface reflectance pattern in
m (f, r) such that it can be recovered by appropriate process-
ing. Therefore we call Eqn. 5 the sonar pseudo-holographic
imaging model. Assuming that |p|  |r|, then
|p− r| ≈ |p| − p̂ · r, (6)
where p̂ is the unit vector of p, and











Expansion of the cosine gives




























Inversion of Eqn. 8 to recover A(p) is performed by Fourier
analysis. The exact details of the inversion depend on the
design of the sensing system, which is the topic of the next
section.
III. DESIGN
The electronic design required to implement a sonar system
for indoor short range distance measurement is straightforward
and uses readily available components. Proof of concept
design and development is underway. A Tektronix (Beaverton,
Oregon, USA) 3021 arbitrary function generator (AFG) is
computer controlled over a serial port using SCPI commands
and data is read into the computer using a LabJack (Lakewood,
Colorado, USA) U3 analogue to digital (ADC) converter.
The control of the AFG and A2D is handled using Matlab
(The Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). The signal
from the AFG is split and amplified, one path going to a
tweeter loudspeaker capable of 20 kHz and the other to a
Texas Instruments TS5A23157QDGSRQ1 Analogue Switch
that acts as the receive mixer. A PUI Audio (Dayton, Ohio,
USA) AOM-6378L-R Microphone receives the audio signal,
which is amplified and then mixed by the switching circuit.
The output of the mixer is low-pass filtered and digitised by
the A2D.
Speaker




Fig. 1. Diagram of the sonar pseudo-holographic imaging system. Sound
emanates from the speaker at a given frequency, and the microphone array
sample the reflected interference pattern from objects in the scene. The origin
is assumed to be at the speaker and the vectors p and r are indicated as
arrows.
The more challenging design questions are to determine the
operational parameters required to obtain data from which the
return profile can be reconstructed. Namely the microphone
arrangement, the sound frequency bandwidth and step size,
and the working distance must all be carefully chosen. The
frequency step size determines the maximum working distance
beyond which the correlation waveform aliases and objects
will appear closer that what they actually are. The frequency
bandwidth determines the minimum resolvable distance be-
tween distances from the speaker, but for a fixed step size
increasing the bandwidth necessitates more steps. Ideally data
acquisition should be fast, so there is a tradeoff between
data quality and data acquisition time. Similarly spreading the
microphones over a wider area leads to better discrimination
between reflectors but also increases the possibility that the
approximation in Eqn..6 becomes inaccurate.
In practice an array of microphones is arranged over a
plane [4], so the vector r = (rx, ry, 0), which spans a two-
dimensional space. The two-dimensional Fourier transform
over the surface S spanned by r recovers the complex phasor
return pattern up to the Fourier projection slice theorem [13]∫
S







































































where p̂2 = (px, py)/|p|, and the Dirac delta functions that
arise from the FT of sine and cosine allow us to equate k in
the last line with p. The ± occurs from taking the FT of a real
signal, manifesting as both positive and negative frequencies.
Note the loss of distance specificity in Eqn. 9. This loss of
distance information is the reason for using SFCW, namely
that by the final step of Fourier analysis over f we recover
the distance profile.
The minimum resolvable distance Δd in SFCW is related





Similarly if the step between frequencies is Δf the ambiguity






The factor of 12 arises from the use of real signals giving rise
to a negative frequency component which which will alias
for distances greater than dmax. However, if quadrature is
obtained [14] then we can form the corresponding complex
number, the negative frequency vanishes, and the ambiguity
distance doubles. The spacing of microphones also has impli-
cations for the resolving power of the imaging system. Namely,
if the microphones are spread out over distance x in a given
dimension orthogonal to z then then the minimum resolvable





A less obvious parameter choice to make is what frequen-
cies to use in SFCW, in other words at what frequency f0
should the modulation begin at (where the final frequency is
f0 + B). From the above arguments there is prima facie no
distinction between choices of f0. However, a slightly deeper
examination of Eqn. 5 reveals that a high frequency allows
us to observe more periods of the spatial interference pattern
over the detectors than a low frequency will. More periods
facilitates separation of returns, improving the resolving power
of the system.
Returning to Eqn. 12, clearly widening the extent of the
detector positions, x, improves the theoretical image quality,
assuming that the linearity assumption of Eqn. 6 holds. How-
ever, increasing x reduces the accuracy of the approximation
in Eqn. 6, resulting in a tradeoff in design parameters. To
circumvent this tradeoff we consider the following alternative





















× e− i2πfc (|p′|+|p′−r|) dp dr df, (13)
in which we do not make any approximations. Using formal






















A(p)δ (|p|+ |p− r| ± |p′| ± |p′ − r|) dp dr.
= A(±p′). (14)
In other words, we reconstruct the complex waveform to
each point in space as seen by each detector, and rely on
the principle of orthogonality between waves of different
frequency to spatially separate the returns. Like before, the ±
term represents the presence of both the positive and negative
frequency in the real cosine, and if quadrature is obtained then
the negative frequency vanishes.
The reconstruction represented in the left hand side of
Eqn. 13 requires O ((mno)2) operations to digitally estimate
the nested two spatial integrals and the one integral over
frequency. Therefore a more efficient, hence faster, algorithm










c |p−r| dr df. (15)












where ∗ denotes convolution. The complex exponential term
is precomputed for all spatial positions of interest. The con-
volution is performed using the Fourier convolution theorem,
which in implementation is accelerated by leveraging the fast
Fourier transform. The final integral over f has the nonlinear
operation of taking the magnitude |p|, and does not obviously
lend itself to use of the fast Fourier transform. Therefore,
the more efficient method requires O (m2no log(n) log(o))
operations.
IV. SIMULATION
In simulation we test the following.
• Linear approximate modulation: the modulation is mod-
elled using Eqn. 6, viz. I(p) cos
(
2πf
c (2|p| − ˆp · r)
)
, and
the image is reconstruction using the DFT.
• Linear image reconstruction: the data acquisition model
follows Eqn. 5, assuming the linearisation approximation
of Eqn. 6 is accurate, and the image reconstruction is
performed using the DFT.
• Nonlinear reconstruction: the reconstruction is performed
using Eqn. 13.
Two bandwidths are tested, B = 2 kHz and B = 10 kHz. In
both cases the highest frequency simulated is f0+B = 20 kHz,
a reasonable frequency limit to expect from moderately cheap
audio equipment. The frequency step used is Δf = 2Hz,
again easily achievable with standard benchtop AFG devices.
For visualisation purposes we perform the simulations in
2D, with r reduced to one axis. The microphones are evenly
spread out over an extent x, with the speaker placed at the
centre. For the 2 kHz bandwidth, x is varied to the values
0.5, 1, and 2 m. At the 10 kHz bandwidth x = 2m is
tested. In the simulations 255 microphones are used, and the
simulated demodulated signals are processed as raw. However,
in practice more sophisticated techniques can be used [4].
For example when quadrature is acquired for each frequency-
detector combination, the detectors can be placed randomly
(or in a spiral for a 2D arrangement). The correlation between
the detector signals gives the phase differences between each
pair of microphones, which is then used in the image recon-
struction. We also test the effect of aliasing due to the number
of detectors in the nonlinear reconstruction. Over the 2kHz
bandwidth we test 2N − 1 detectors for N ∈ {4, 5, 6}.
Fig. 2. Simulation ‘surface’ in 2D. The origin (and speaker) is at the bottom
left. The spatial dimensions are 1 m horizontal and 5 m vertical.
The simulated scene is presented in Fig. 2. The spatial
resolution is 1 cm per pixel horizontally and 5 cm per pixel
vertically. The model test surface is motivated by two common
test scenes in ToF imaging, the interior corner scene (e.g.
a wall at right angles to the floor [1]), and the transparent
foreground object and opaque background scene [15].
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table I the RMS errors between the reconstructed and
true simulated reflectance profile are given for the various test
cases. The RMS errors are ordered from worst to best perfor-
mance. In each case, the nonlinear reconstruction performed
TABLE I
ERROR IN ARBITRARY UNITS (AU) OF THE RECONSTRUCTION FOR THE
VARIOUS SIMULATION PARAMETERS. L-L REFERS TO LINEAR
APPROXIMATE MODULATION, L-NL TO LINEAR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION,
AND NL-NL TO NONLINEAR RECONSTRUCTION.
RMSE (AU) L-L L-NL NL-NL
B = 2 kHz, x = 0.5 0.32 0.32 0.15
B = 2 kHz, x = 1 0.23 0.25 0.12
B = 2 kHz, x = 2 0.17 0.19 0.12
B = 10 kHz, x = 2 0.15 0.14 0.11
the best. This agrees with qualitative inspection of the images
of the reconstructed profiles, Figs. 3–6. The linear approximate
modulation gives a best case scenario assuming that Eqn. 6
holds, but is unrealistic in any practical case. The linear image
reconstruction case is more physically realistic, and these
results, especially Figs. 5 and 6 indicate that using the Fourier
transform to reconstruct the reflectance profile from distributed
sensors is not appropriate. In particular, the use of the Fourier
transform leads to the aforementioned tradeoff between de-
tector extent and reconstruction quality. Namely, a smaller
detector array extent maintains voracity of Eqn. 6, but a wider
extent improves resolution, and qualitativly there does not
appear to be a optimal operating point that gives a good image
reconstruction. In contrast, the nonlinearised reconstruction,
Eqn. 13, does not make any approximations, and as such does
not suffer from the tradeoff that the Fourier transform does.
Resultantly the reconstruction quality improves with increased
detector extent.
Fig. 3. Simulation results for 2 kHz bandwidth and 0.5 m detector extent.
The images are (top left) linear approximate modulation, (top right) linear
image reconstruction, (bottom left) nonlinear reconstruction, (bottom right)
true surface profile.
The effect of the number of detectors is shown in Fig. 7.
Aliasing is apparent for 15 and 31 detectors over the 2 m
extent, and is not present for 63 detectors. For the 15 detector
experiment, the aliasing of the intersection of the two lines
Fig. 4. Simulation results for 2 kHz bandwidth and 1 m detector extent.
The images are (top left) linear approximate modulation, (top right) linear
image reconstruction, (bottom left) nonlinear reconstruction, (bottom right)
true surface profile.
Fig. 5. Simulation results for 2 kHz bandwidth and 2 m detector extent.
The images are (top left) linear approximate modulation, (top right) linear
image reconstruction, (bottom left) nonlinear reconstruction, (bottom right)
true surface profile.
appears on the left of the image, indicating that the spacing
between the aliases is less than the 1 m width of the scene.




2 = 7.5 m. Clearly the nonlinear reconstruction does not
follow classical Fourier aliasing rules. A full mathematical
analysis is left for future work.
Finally we note that, on a 2014 MacBook Pro equipped
with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 cpu and 16 GB of ram, for the
1001 frequencies over the band 18–20 kHz and 255 detectors
the direct implementation of the nonlinearised reconstruction
Fig. 6. Simulation results for 10 kHz bandwidth and 2 m detector extent.
The images are (top left) linear approximate modulation, (top right) linear
image reconstruction, (bottom left) nonlinear reconstruction, (bottom right)
true surface profile.
Fig. 7. Effect of aliasing. The images are (top left) N = 4 (15 detectors),
(top right) N = 5 (31 detectors), (bottom left) N = 6 (63 detectors), and
(bottom right) the true surface profile.
required 185 seconds. The faster algorithm, by direct imple-
mentation of Eqn. 16, using the FFT to perform the required
convolutions required 12 seconds, approximately 15 times
faster.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have explored the design of a distributed sonar rang-
ing system using stepped frequency radar principles. The
proposed sonar system is a model of a potential optical
system, facilitating investigations into design configurations
and processing algorithms with simple electronic design and
cheap electronic components. The resultant design is suitable
for an undergraduate project.
A far-field approximation that is used in microwave to-
mography that leads to fast image reconstruction by Fourier
transform was investigated. Simulations revealed that the
approximation leads to a tradeoff in design parameters that
had no clear optimal operating point. Therefore the far-
field approximation was found to be inappropriate. Removing
that approximation leads to a nonlinearised reconstruction
algorithm that relieved the system of tradeoffs, resulting in
much superior image reconstruction, albeit at the cost of
longer processing times. Mathematical development of the
reconstruction algorithm improved efficiency. In simulation
the processing time was successfully reduced by a factor of
15.
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